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Abstract: The unique properties and sustainability advantages of sulfur polymer cement have led
to efforts to use them as alternatives to traditional Portland cement. The current study explores the
impact of environmental stresses on the strength development of polymer composite SunBG90, a
material composed of animal and plant fats/oils vulcanized with 90 wt. % sulfur. The environmental
stresses investigated include low temperature (−25 ◦C), high temperature (40 ◦C), and submersion
in water, hexanes, or aqueous solutions containing strong electrolyte, strong acid, or strong base.
Samples were analyzed for the extent to which exposure to these stresses influenced the thermo-
morphological properties and the compressional strength of the materials compared to identical
materials allowed to develop strength at room temperature. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
analysis revealed distinct thermos-morphological transitions in stressed samples and the notable
formation of metastable γ-sulfur in hexane-exposed specimens. Powder X-ray diffraction confirmed
that the crystalline domains identified by DSC were primarily γ-sulfur, with ~5% contribution of
γ-sulfur in hexane-exposed samples. Compressive strength testing revealed high strength retention
other than aging at elevated temperatures, which led to ~50% loss of strength. These findings reveal
influences on the strength development of SunBG90, lending important insight into possible use as
an alternative to OPC.

Keywords: sulfur; sustainable composites; polymer cements; compressive strength

1. Introduction

Sulfur polymer cements represent an alternative to ordinary Portland cement (OPC)
with distinct advantages in terms of their mechanical and environmental durability prop-
erties [1–4]. The chemical composition of materials referred to as sulfur polymer cement
in the literature varies greatly. At one extreme are formulations wherein elemental sulfur
is used as a minority component or surface treatment of OPC, affording materials with
increased resistance to low-pH environments. Other formulations employ a high sulfur
content material (HSM) comprising 50–95 wt. % elemental sulfur without any added OPC
as the cementitious binder itself. The properties of such polymer cement can be tuned by
traditional concepts used to tune organic polymer properties. As a result, HSMs range from
flexible high-tensile strain materials to rigid materials with higher compressive strength
than ordinary Portland cement (OPC). Whereas OPC productions account for ~8% of an-
thropogenic CO2—more than all non-commercial automobile emissions [5]—HSMs can
be made by reacting fossil fuel waste sulfur with organic waste materials or bio-derived
olefins. Each carbon atom in such HSMs represents a molecule of CO2 removed from the
atmosphere, so using HSMs in place of OPC could reduce humanity’s carbon footprint
and contribute to ecological preservation. Recent work has unveiled a range of potential
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alternatives to OPC, including geopolymers [6,7] and sulfur cement/concrete [1,8–13] or
HSMs. HSMs also prove applicable in a wider range of applications [14–33].

Compared to OPC, HSMs also offer advantages of setting and hardening times. HSMs
demonstrate rapid setting and higher early strength gains. This desirable early-stage
performance characteristic makes HSMs optimal materials for applications requiring fast
turnaround times (hours to a few days versus over 28 days for many OCP formulations).
The shorter window for full property development in HSMs also allows testing envi-
ronmental influences on their mechanical strength development to be conducted more
expeditiously. The HSM SunBG90 (a composite made from 5 wt. % sunflower oil, 5 wt. %
brown grease [34,35], and 90 wt. % elemental sulfur) [36], for example, has been thoroughly
studied for its thermal, thermo-morphological, and mechanical properties and has been
subjected to a range of ASTM and ISO tests (summarized in Table 1) [37]. These tests
include simulated long-term durability to abrasion (ASTM C1353) that indicates higher
durability than that of marble [38–43].

Table 1. Summary of properties of SunBG90 with comparison to marble. Details on ASTM and ISO
methodologies are provided in reference [37].

Test/Metric Test Name/Number
Value of Metric

SunBG90 Marble

Compressive strength Compressive strength 35.9 MPa 12.45 MPa
Flexural strength Flexural strength 7.7 MPa 3.4 MPa
Water absorption ASTM C140 0.83% 0.12%

Density ASTM C140 106.5 lb./ft3 164.8 lb./ft3

Abrasion resistance (Iw) ASTM C1353 16 (unitless) 10 (unitless)
Thermal conductivity ISO 8302 0.126 W/(m·K) 2.95 W/(m·K)

Moh’s Hardness Moh’s hardness test 2.5 3

All of the reported tests on triglyceride-sulfur HSMs indicate that chemistry for
successful strength development occurs over the first four days after molding at room
temperature [36,44,45], by which time it has over twice the 17 MPa compressive strength
required for use in residential building foundations (Figure 1) [46].
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Figure 1. A plot of the changes in the compressive strength of SunBG90 from 1 h to 7 d after casting
cylinders reveals little change in compressive strength after the fourth day of setting [36]. The
minimum compressive strength required of OPC for use in building foundations (17 MPa, American
Concrete Institute 332.1R-06) is shown for comparison. The dotted line reflects the leveling-off of
strength between 4 and 7 d.
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It remains unknown how exposure to variable thermal or chemical challenges during
the property-development stage of SunBG90 might influence its strength and morphology
compared to standard strength development in air at room temperature. In the current
report, we allowed cylinders of SunBG90 to stand for four days under the influence of
thermal and chemical stresses to assess their influence on the strength development and
thermo-morphological properties. The stresses explored were lower temperature (−25 ◦C),
higher temperature (40 ◦C), and submersion in various liquids, including hydrophilic sol-
vent (deionized water), oleophilic solvent (hexanes), high ionic strength solution (saturated
NaCl(aq)), strongly alkaline solution (0.1 M NaOH(aq)), and a strongly acidic solution
(0.1 M H2SO4).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Instrumentation and Calculations

DSC data were acquired (Mettler Toledo DSC 3 STARe System, Mettler Toledo, Columbus,
OH, USA) over the range −60 to 140 ◦C with a heating rate of 10 ◦C·min−1 under a flow of
N2 (200 mL·min−1). Each DSC measurement was carried out over three heat–cool cycles.

Compressional analysis was performed on a Mark-10 ES30 (Mark-10 Corporation
Copiague, NY, USA) test stand equipped with an M3-200 force gauge (1 kN maximum force
with ±1 N resolution) with an applied force rate of 3–4 N·s−1. Compression cylinders were
cast from silicone resin molds (Smooth-On Oomoo® 25 tin-cure, Oomoo Corp., Richmond,
BC, Canada) with diameters of approximately 6 mm and heights of approximately 10 mm.
Samples were manually sanded to ensure uniform dimensions and measured with a digital
caliper with ±0.01 mm resolution. Compressional analysis was performed in triplicate and
the results were averaged.

For percent crystallinity calculations, Tm, ∆Hm, and ∆Hcc, the data were taken from
the third heat/cool cycle. Melting enthalpies and cold crystallization enthalpies were
calculated using DSC data. The reduction in the percent crystallinity of the composite
SunBG90 with respect to sulfur was calculated using the following equation:

∆χc = 1 −
{

∆Hm(SunBG90)
− ∆Hcc(SunBG90)

∆Hm(S) − ∆Hcc(S)

}
∗ 100%

∆χc—Change in percentage crystallinity with respect to sulfur
∆Hm(CFSx)—Melting enthalpy of composite materials (SunBG90)
∆Hcc(CFSx)—Cold crystallization enthalpy of composite materials
∆Hm(S)—Melting enthalpy of sulfur
∆Hcc(S)—Cold crystallization enthalpy of sulfur

2.2. Synthesis and Exposure of Samples

The synthesis of SunBG90 followed the reported procedure [36]. CAUTION: heat-
ing elemental sulfur with organics can result in the formation of H2S gas. H2S is toxic,
foul-smelling, and corrosive. Although any mass loss attributable to gas generation was
not observed, the temperature must be carefully controlled to prevent thermal spikes,
contributing to the potential for H2S evolution. Rapid stirring, shortened heating times,
and very slow addition of reagents can help prevent unforeseen temperature spikes.

The samples labeled room temperature (RT) in the text were allowed to stand at room
temperature in the dark under ambient air for four days prior to DSC and compressional
strength testing reported herein.

Cylinders with diameters of approximately 6 mm and heights of approximately
10 mm, appropriate for compressive strength measurements, were prepared by melting
the composite at 160 ◦C, then slowly and carefully pouring it into molds and allowing
the material to solidify. The samples were sanded to remove flack and measured with a
digital caliper with ±0.01 mm resolution. For each condition, the samples were prepared
as follows:
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Room Temperature (RT): The samples were allowed to stand in a dark environment
for 4 d in the dark under ambient air at room temperature (22–24 ◦C).

Low Temperature (−25 ◦C): The samples were allowed to stand in a −25 ◦C freezer
under air for 4 d.

High Temperature (40 ◦C): The samples were placed in an oven in a glass beaker and
allowed to stand under air for 4 d.

Submerged Samples: The remaining samples were placed in a 5 mL glass vial, followed
by the addition of 2 mL of the solution of interest: saturated NaCl(aq), 0.1 M NaOH(aq),
0.1 M H2SO4(aq), deionized water, or hexanes.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Design and Rationale

OPC has an excellent record of durability and performance but exposure to specific
chemical environments can degrade its strength. At sub-freezing temperatures, for example,
the properties of OPC are subject to significant detriment because water within the cement
matrix freezes, leading to volumetric expansion that creates internal stresses [47,48]. This
phenomenon increases susceptibility to frost damage and freeze–thaw cycles, causing
cracking and spalling, even of set concrete, effects that are accentuated when cement is
cast at sub-optimal temperatures, consequently compromising the cement’s mechanical
integrity. Conversely, at elevated temperatures (≥40 ◦C), OPC hydration accelerates and
water evaporation during curing at higher temperatures can be problematic for installers,
requiring the re-application of water to finished surfaces to prevent differential shrinkage
stresses that lead to spontaneous cracking, ultimately impacting the mechanical resistance
and overall durability [49].

Even in the absence of thermal stresses, exposure of OPC to water contributes to
the deterioration of strength over time due to leaching, erosion, and other physical and
chemical factors and standard OPC formulations cannot be cast and set where immediate
submersion is necessitated. Prolonged exposure of set cement can also facilitate disparate
reactions such as carbonation [50] and alkali–aggregate reactions [51], both of which are
detrimental to the structural integrity of the cement. Prior to this study, it was not known
how temperature could influence ultimate strength development in HSMs.

When OPC is submerged in high ionic strength aqueous solutions containing specific
ions, notably chloride ions in a saturated aqueous solution of sodium chloride (NaCl),
additional specific chemical degradation mechanisms become important. Chloride ions
penetrate the porous cement structure, where the ions can react with calcium hydroxide
and soluble silicate in the cement, forming Friedel’s Salt [52] and increasing the porosity of
the concrete [53,54]. In cements that have not reached full strength development or dried,
chloride ion mobility is rapid, so installing fresh-set OPC in salt water applications is not
recommended, requiring such installations to stand for 28 days or more before placement
in many cases. Before this study, it was unknown how the submersion of freshly poured
HSMs in water would influence ultimate strength development.

The pH of aqueous environments where OPC is used can also influence strength and
operational lifetime. Although OPC mixtures with water are alkaline, low pH solutions,
such as aqueous sulfuric acid (H2SO4) used in a wide range of industrial settings, signif-
icantly degrade the properties of OPC at all stages, even after it is fully set [55]. A tile
of fully-cured OPC placed in even a dilute aqueous solution of H2SO4 loses form and
chemically decomposes within hours [56]. Before this study, it was known that HSMs that
had already developed to full strength were acid resistant [10,36,44,45,57,58] but it was
unknown how the exposure of freshly-poured HSMs to high ionic strength, acidic, or alkaline
solution might influence their ultimate strength development.

In addition to aqueous environments, organic solvents or other hydrophobic media
can also impede the natural hydration process of concrete and the development of strength
in the setting process; exposure to many organic solvents can arrest the cement hydration
reaction required for setting [59]. Consequently, this may interfere with the crystalline
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structure formation, leading to a decline in structural integrity and strength. Furthermore,
long-term exposure to nonpolar solvents like hexanes may alter the chemical bonding
between the aggregate and the cement paste and can induce microcracking. Prior to this
study, it was not known how the exposure of freshly poured HSMs to hydrophobic solvents
might influence their strength development.

One of the most promising HSMs under investigation as a potential OPC replace-
ment is SunBG90 (properties summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1) [36]. For this reason,
we examined the extent to which the thermo-morphological and compressional strength
characteristics of SunBG90 were influenced when they were exposed for four days (starting
immediately after cooling molten reaction mixture to room temperature) to standing at
−25 ◦C, at 40 ◦C, submerged in saturated NaCl(aq), submerged in 0.1 M NaOH(aq), sub-
merged in 0.1 M H2SO4(aq), submerged in deionized water, or submerged in hexanes.
Following exposure to each stress, properties were compared to those allowed to develop
strength at room temperature in ambient air.

3.2. Effects of Environmental Factors on Physical and Thermo-Morphological Properties

After SunBG90 was exposed to the different conditions for 4 d, the dimensions of the
samples and their masses were recorded for comparison to the initial values. Volumes
and densities of the samples changed by <3% for all of the samples other than the sample
treated with hexanes, which showed a 3.1% volume increase and concomitant density
decrease due to changes in crystal morphology, as further elucidated in studies described
below (dimensions and masses for pre- and post-exposed samples are provided in Table S1
of the Supplementary Materials file).

Three samples per condition were crushed into a fine powder and the thermo-
morphological transitions were analyzed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC,
Figure 2, and Table 2). On the first heating cycle, all tested samples (except for hexane-
exposed composites) exhibited phase transition at around 106 ◦C, attributable to a typical
orthorhombic to monoclinic phase change and a melting point for β-sulfur (114–116 ◦C).
In the case of hexane-exposed material, an unusual phase transition attributable to the
melting of metastable γ-sulfur [60] was observed [61,62]. In integrations among sulfur
allotropes, γ-sulfur is especially advantageous for use in lithium-sulfur batteries because
it has a higher energy storage density than allotropes that are typically stable at standard
temperature and pressure. Observing persistent γ-sulfur at room temperature is unusual
but recent reports showed that it can be stabilized within a network [61], so stabilization
by the crosslinked network found in SunBG90 has precedent. We further confirmed the
presence of γ-sulfur using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD, Figure S1 in the Supplementary
Materials), which confirmed a 5% contribution of γ-sulfur to the structure. Although it is
not the thermodynamically preferred allotrope of sulfur, γ-sulfur does occur naturally in
rare minerals like rosickyite, wherein the formation of γ-sulfur is mediated by bacterial
dissolution of gypsum [63]. Short-lived samples of γ-sulfur can be grown from nonpolar
solvents like hexanes [64] but will revert to α-sulfur at room temperature. In contrast,
the γ-sulfur produced by soaking SunBG90 in hexanes for four days in this study persists
for at least an additional four days after its formation (the time between the DSC scan
and the PXRD analysis), providing additional evidence for its stabilization within the
SunBG90 matrix.

The third DSC heating cycle (thermograms provided in Figure S2 of the Supplementary
Materials) showed glass transitions between −36 and −37 ◦C, diagnostic for polymeric
sulfur catenates, as well as cold crystallization peaks at between 6–48 ◦C, a range common
for HSMs with intermediate lengths of sulfur crosslinking chains (intermediate range of
sulfur ranks) [65–71].
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Figure 2. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermograms for SunBG90 after 4 d exposure to
various environmental factors. In these traces, endothermic is in the downward direction.

Table 2. Thermal and morphological properties of SunBG90 exposed to different environmental conditions.

Condition Tm
[a]/◦C Tg,DSC

[b]/◦C
Cold Crystallization

Peaks/◦C ∆Hm J/g ∆Hcc J/g Percent
Crystallinity [c]

RT 119 −36.0 NA 29.3 −2.2 30

−25 ◦C 118 −36.2 34 28.2 −1.5 46

40 ◦C 119 −36.2 NA 39.4 −1.1 10

Water 118 −36.2 NA 33.8 −1.1 22

Sat. NaCl 117 −36.2 6.1, 44 28.2 −1.5 34

Hexanes 118 −36.5 NA 34.6 −0.3 22

0.1 M NaOH 117 −36.2 47.5 28.2 −0.8 35

0.1 M H2SO4 117 −36.3 −0.50, 42 32.1 −0.4 27
[a] The temperature at the peak minimum of the endothermic melting from the first heating cycle. [b] Glass
transition temperature from the third heating cycle. [c] The reduction in the percent crystallinity of each sample
was calculated with respect to sulfur (normalized to 100%); values were taken from the first heating cycle.

The percent crystallinity of SunBG90 relative to crystalline orthorhombic sulfur was
obtained from DSC data using integrations of melting and cold crystallization enthalpies,
derived from the integration of melting and cold crystallization enthalpies in the DSC
data. A consistently moderate level of percent crystallinity was observed across various
conditions, except extreme temperature ranges, where the values deviated from this estab-
lished trend. While the percent crystallinity is also somewhat low in the hexane-exposed
sample, the presence of γ-sulfur in that sample precludes a one-to-one comparison of
percent crystallinity to mechanical strength predictions, as detailed below.
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Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was accomplished using a Rigaku SmartLab diffrac-
tometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ= 1.5406 Å) at a rate of 2◦/min from 10–60◦ at 0.02◦

intervals for all thermal- and chemical-exposed samples. Polycrystalline orange crystals
were removed from the hexane-exposed cylinders and analyzed via PXRD at a rate of
0.5◦/min from 15–45◦ at 0.02◦ intervals to determine the presence of various sulfur poly-
morphs. The results obtained from PXRD analysis confirmed that the α-polymorph of
sulfur predominated in all cases and that only the hexane-exposed sample showed a de-
tectable (5%) contribution of the γ-polymorph, consistent with findings from DSC analysis
(Figure 3).
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diverse conditions.

To assess the extent to which γ-sulfur formation at hexane-exposed material was
temperature-dependent, exposure of SunBG90 to hexanes was repeated at 40 ◦C and −25 ◦C.
No γ-sulfur was observed in samples exposed at 40 ◦C but at −25 ◦C a similar amount of
the γ-sulfur contribution to the microstructure of SunBG90 was observed as was observed
after exposure at room temperature (modeling curves and quantification from PXRD
analysis of room temperature and −25 ◦C experiments are provided as File S1 and S2 in the
Supplementary Materials file). These data suggest that enough thermal energy is available
to access exclusively thermodynamic product α-sulfur above room temperature but that a
small amount of kinetically trapped metastable γ-sulfur is retained at room temperature or
below at hexane-exposed surfaces.

3.3. Effects of Environmental Stresses on Compressional Strength Development

To prepare cylinders for testing, SunBG90 composite was melted at 160 ◦C, slowly
poured into silicon molds, and allowed to solidify by cooling over about 30 min to room
temperature. Cylinders were then allowed to develop strength over four days at ambient
conditions or exposed to environmental stresses (Figure 4). Unsurprisingly, most cylinders
exhibited little visually discernible changes over this test period. However, cylinders
exposed to hexanes displayed surface and color alterations due to the surface crystallization
of various forms of sulfur (later discerned more conclusively by DSC and PXRD analysis).
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Figure 4. Each panel shows the visual appearance of compressive testing cylinders as-cast (left) and
after aging for four days (right) under the various environmental conditions: (a) room temperature,
(b) −25 ◦C, (c) 40 ◦C, (d) water, (e) sat. NaCl, (f) hexanes, (g) 0.1 M NaOH, and (h) 0.1 M H2SO4.

The compressive strength for each composite was measured in triplicate using a
mechanical test stand (Figure 5; stress–strain curves are provided in Figures S3–S10 in the
Supplementary Materials). These data reveal that neither low temperature nor submersion
in solvents/solutions adversely affected the compressive strength of SunBG90. A small
but statistically significant increase in compressive strength was observed when SunBG90
developed strength while submerged in aqueous solutions. This observation could be
simply a result of faster initial cooling of the samples upon submersion in the samples, as
no other significant morphological changes were noted under any of these conditions.
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Figure 5. Compressive strength of SunBG90 composites after 4 d exposure to various conditions
compared to OPC.

Exposure to higher temperature (40 ◦C) during strength development was the only
stress screened that had a notably deleterious effect on the compressive strength, which
was reduced by almost 50% compared to when strength development occurs at room
temperature (20 ◦C). This is perhaps unsurprising given that the sample subjected to an
elevated temperature has less than half the percent crystallinity of any other samples
(Table 2). The sample exposed to hexanes also has a notably lower crystallinity than all but
the 40 ◦C-treated samples but the development of a hard crystalline “crust” on the exterior
of the compressive strength test cylinder developed in hexanes and the presence of γ-sulfur
within the crystal lattice both reinforce this cylinder such that the compressive strength of
the hexane-developed cylinder is approximately 50% higher than samples developed at
room temperature.

In Table 3, we present the quantitative compressive strength results for environ-
mentally exposed samples of SunBG90, along with three compositionally similar previ-
ously reported sulfur materials made using triglycerides. The compressive strengths of
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SunBG90 under various environmental exposures demonstrate its resilience and versatility.
SunBG90 exhibited a compressive strength of 35.9 MPa at room temperature, surpassing
conventional mineral-based masonry products such as clay bricks (10 MPa) [72] and OPC
(17 MPa). Even when subjected to extreme conditions, such as exposure to −25 ◦C
(32.8 MPa), 40 ◦C (16.5 MPa), or immersion in harsh chemical environments (e.g., 0.1 M
NaOH, 42 MPa; 0.1 M H2SO4, 44.3 MPa), SunBG90 maintained impressive compressive
strengths, outperforming existing materials in the marketplace. When exposed to hexanes,
SunBG90 achieved a remarkable compressive strength of 57.9 MPa, further highlighting its
superior mechanical performance. Compared with three compositionally similar sulfur
materials, CanS (90 wt. %sulfur and 10 wt. %canola oil), SunS (90 wt. %sulfur and 10 wt.
%sunflower oil), and CFS90 (90 wt. %sulfur, 5 wt. %chicken fat, and 5 wt. %canola oil) [44],
SunBG90 consistently exhibited higher compressive strengths across all environmental
exposures, emphasizing its potential as a robust and durable construction material with
improved mechanical properties.

Table 3. Summary of compressive strength of SunBG90 under different environmental conditions in
comparison to different HSMs and mineral-based masonry products.

Composite/Material Compressive Strength (MPa)

SunBG90

RT 35.9

−25 ◦C 32.8

40 ◦C 16.5

Water 34.0

Sat. NaCl 43.7

Hexanes 42.0

0.1 M NaOH 44.3

0.1 M H2SO4 57.9

CanS 9.3

SunS 17.9

CFS90 24.7

Clay bricks 10.0

OPC 17.0

4. Conclusions

This study has provided valuable insights into the influence of environmental stresses
on the thermo-morphological properties and strength development of SunBG90, a high-
sulfur content material with theoretical potential to replace traditional cement. DSC anal-
ysis revealed thermo-morphological transitions and the stabilization of γ-sulfur within
the SunBG90 crosslinked matrix. The presence of γ-sulfur was further confirmed through
powder XRD, establishing its 5% contribution to the material’s structure [73–76]. Although
strength development at higher temperatures (40 ◦C) significantly reduced the ultimate
compressive strength of SunBG90, the strength was either unchanged or improved when
SunBG90 cylinders were exposed to aqueous acid, aqueous base, high ionic strength solu-
tion, low temperature (−25 ◦C), or hexanes during strength development. These findings
are an important incremental step toward the possible eventual application of sulfur poly-
mer cement in construction and industrial contexts, as they demonstrate the material’s
potential to withstand various environmental challenges.

Furthermore, the study contributes to the ongoing effort to develop sustainable al-
ternatives to traditional cement, addressing the ecological concerns associated with its
production. Future research is underway to investigate how comonomer structure and
ratio can improve the resistance of HSMs to environmental stresses and accelerate strength
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development. These efforts will be significant for accomplishing the broader goals of
advancing eco-friendly construction materials and reducing the ecological impacts of the
built environment.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/macromol4020013/s1, Figure S1. Powder-XRD traces for SunBG90
structure, confirming the contribution of γ-sulfur after exposure to hexanes.; Figure S2. Differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) traces for SunBG90 showing the third heating cycle after exposure to dif-
ferent environmental conditions.; Figure S3. Stress-strain plots for measurements of the compressive
strength of SunBG90 after 4d at room temperature.; Figure S4. Stress-strain plots for measurements of
the compressive strength of SunBG90 after 4d exposure at –25 ◦C.; Figure S5. Stress-strain plots for
measurements of the compressive strength of SunBG90 after 4d exposure at 40 ◦C.; Figure S6. Stress-
strain plots for measurements of the compressive strength of SunBG90 after 4d exposure to water.;
Figure S7. Stress-strain plots for measurements of the compressive strength of SunBG90 after 4d expo-
sure to saturated NaCl.; Figure S8. Stress-strain plots for measurements of the compressive strength
of SunBG90 after 4d exposure to 0.1 M NaOH.; Figure S9. Stress-strain plots for measurements
of the compressive strength of SunBG90 after 4d exposure to 0.1 M H2SO4.; Figure S10. Stress-
strain plots for measurements of the compressive strength of SunBG90 after 4d exposure to hexanes.;
Table S1. Dimensional analysis and masses of samples before and after exposure to environmental
factors. Samples were cylindrical in shape, so that L1 and L2 represent lengths (heights) of the
cylinders measured at two positions with calipers, and D1–4 are diameters cross-section measured at
four positions using calipers. The height and diameter used for volume calculations are the average of
the individual caliper measurements for a given cylinder.; Supporting Information File S1: Modelling
of gamma-sulfur contribution to microstructure after exposure to hexanes at room temperature;
Supporting Information File S2: Modelling of gamma-sulfur contribution to microstructure after
exposure to hexanes at –25 ◦C.
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